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\textbf{ARTICLE INFO}

\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The 2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change implicitly calls for leaving 80% of coal, 50% of gas and 33% of oil reserves underground. This paper studies the scarcely addressed relationship between investors like pension funds and climate policy implementation by addressing the question: what is the extent of pension fund investments in the fossil fuel sector, what is the range of actions that pension funds take to address environmental issues, and what does this suggest about pension fund commitments to ambitious climate targets through leaving fossil fuels underground? A small sample of pension funds alone manages at least €79 billion in liquid fossil fuel assets, suggesting that OECD pension funds may jointly manage between €238–828 billion. Sustainability reports reveal that pension funds engage in five actions to implement climate policies: 1) divestment; 2) direct engagement; 3) carbon footprint calculations; 4) investing in ‘green’ alternatives; and 5) engaging in climate-oriented coalitions. However, their use of these actions is so far ineffective and counterproductive to taming the fossil fuel sector. Pension funds are not fully committed to leaving fossil fuels underground, which de facto renders them not yet committed to meeting ambitious climate targets. Forthcoming policies must target investors like pension funds to improve the prospects of meeting such targets and protect vulnerable countries from inheriting the risks of stranded assets.

1. Introduction

1.1. Climate targets & fossil fuels

Since 1990, climate negotiations have led to global engagement and awareness of the climate change problem. However, measures being taken within the climate change regime are largely symptomatic, sectoral, and do not address its underlying drivers [1]. In 2015, the Paris Agreement on Climate Change (PA 2015) [2] adopted three objectives, two of which are focal points of this research\textsuperscript{1} – the first to ensure that average global temperatures don’t exceed 1.5–2 °C above pre-industrial levels, and the third to make “finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient development” [2: Art. 2.1c]. This third objective is a nod to the larger structural problems in the global arena.

The PA 2015 does not explicitly target fossil fuels (various permutations of the terms ‘fossil fuel’, ‘coal’, ‘oil’, and ‘natural gas’ are not referenced in the PA 2015 document [2]), perhaps because fossil fuels are a politically sensitive ‘hot potato’ that even investors, stockbrokers and academics hesitate to publicly discuss [3]. However, there is a growing realisation that fossil fuels and accompanying infrastructure are becoming obsolete [4,5] and that the vast majority of fossil fuels (80% coal, 50% gas, 33% oil) must be left underground to improve prospects of limiting average global warming to at least 2 °C above pre-industrial levels [6]. Progress on this front has been questionable given that as of 2019, we are globally set to “produce about 50% more fossil fuels by 2030 than would be consistent with a 2 °C pathway and 120% more than would be consistent with a 1.5 °C pathway” [7: p.4]. Some have speculated over the possibility of reducing emissions through Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS) – which would negate the extent to which fossil fuel production ought to be reduced [8] – but ample research shows that CCS technologies are...
underdeveloped, uneconomical and socially and environmentally problematic [9,10]. As such, more aggressive and immediate action is needed by public and private actors alike to fetter fossil fuel markets and address the climate emergency by Leaving Fossil Fuels Underground (LFFU).

LFFU implies a gargantuan loss of revenue, potentially ranging from €10.7 ($12) trillion [11] to €165 ($185) trillion [12] depending on the computational technique. Stranding these fossil resources leaves their accompanying assets stranded by e.g. prematurely decommissioning pipelines and refineries before the end of their life expectancy [13]. This may tremendously devalue the global fossil fuel enterprise and subsequently burst the ‘carbon bubble’ [14]. The European Investment Bank has warned of the calamitous risks borne by financial actors if they are left with stranded assets on their balance sheets when this devaluation occurs [15].

A larger underlying question is who will bear the risks of the carbon bubble [16–19], particularly from the perspective of major financial actors [20]. While scholarly literature focuses extensively on energy producers, consumers, and infrastructures, comparatively little literature explores the role of influential investors of the fossil fuel sector, like pension funds. The world’s top 20 pension funds alone are worth roughly €6.2 ($7) trillion [21], equivalent to roughly 9% of global GDP in 2018 [22]. Pension fund ties to the fossil sector have begun to come under scrutiny from both academic [23,24] and non-state actors [25], but this research is still in its nascent stages.

1.2. Divestment vs. Engagement

As shareholders of publicly traded fossil fuel firms, pension funds face the predicament of how to uphold their fiduciary duty (see Section 3.1) while addressing environmental concerns. Within this dilemma lies the debate on divestment – the act of selling (liquid) assets (i.e. shares). Discussions on fossil fuel divestment are not new; the ‘Fossil Free Divestment Movement’ was inaugurated in 2010 and since has accrued over €12.5 ($14) trillion in pledged divestments by around 1200 institutions, including pension funds [26]. Proponents of divestment argue that, inter alia, pension funds can only abide by their fiduciary duty by divesting themselves of fossil assets due to their negative environmental externalities [27,28]. Furthermore, public divestments may have spill-over effects that stigmatise the fossil fuel industry, potentially prompting firms to redesign their businesses [16,29,30].

Even on a large and coordinated scale, divestment is unlikely to directly influence fossil fuel production and mitigate GHG emissions [16,30], and may inadvertently transfer assets to ‘neutral investors’ who may be disinterested in climate issues and develop new vested interests in the growth of the fossil fuel sector [31]. Furthermore, divestment may lead to a de facto reallocation of the social and economic risks of stranded assets from the global North to South, rendering it both environmentally problematic and developmentally exclusive [20].

Direct engagement is often proposed as an alternative to divestment; as major shareholders, pension funds can leverage firms to change their behaviour and ultimately influence them to LFFU [16]. Under this logic, the greater the magnitude of assets managed in a particular fossil fuel firm, the greater the potential influence. Such engagement may result in more direct environmental progress [20], though some scholarship argues that engagement and divestment are most effective when strategically employed in unison [24].

1.3. Knowledge gaps and structure

Some studies have explored the carbon intensity of pension fund portfolios and the extent to which they have been decarbonising [23], but virtually no scholarship has attempted to estimate the magnitude of fossil fuel assets that a broader range of pension funds manage. Without this, it is difficult to validate either end of the divestment vs. engagement spectrum – are there even fossil fuel assets for pension funds to either divest from or to use as leverage?

Furthermore, pension funds possibly employ a broader range of actions to address environmental concerns. Six research papers have been published on pension funds and fossil fuels since 2016, of which only two have scrutinised (albeit limitedly) their environmental and social governance policies [32,33]. Therefore, a second gap in scholarly knowledge pertains to the range of actions that pension funds take beyond divestment and engagement to address environmental issues, and the implications that these actions may bear on both LFFU and the climate emergency.

This paper thus addresses the three-pronged question: What is the extent of pension fund investments in the fossil fuel sector, what is the range of actions that pension funds take to address environmental issues, and what do they suggest about pension fund commitments to ambitious climate targets through LFFU?

Section 2 of this paper first elaborates on methodology and sample selection. Section 3 then explores the fossil fuel assets managed by pension funds, Section 4 scrutinises sustainability reports to gain insight on pension fund commitments to climate policy, and Section 5 draws overarching conclusions and proposes avenues for future research.

2. Methods and materials

Following a literature review, our research entailed two empirical phases. We first computed pension fund assets in the fossil fuel sector (Section 3), and then assessed the actions that they are taking in relation to these assets (Section 4). To do so, we sampled pension funds on the basis that they:

1. disclosed an investment portfolio and/or asset list in 2018 or later;
2. manage liquid portfolio assets that jointly sum to around €2 trillion (10% of global liquid assets under management – see Section 3.1);
3. published a sustainability report in 2018 or later, entailing an explicit focus on environmental sustainability2; and
4. were from an Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member state3.

We sequentially went through the list of top 300 pension funds [21] and added to our sample until condition (2) was met; Table 1 presents the complete sample list. Most of the investment portfolios were publicly disclosed on pension fund websites, though there were four exceptions: Dutch fund ABP [34] – whose portfolio was acquired through an email request to their public affairs manager; and the portfolios of the three Swedish funds AP1 [35], AP2 [36] and AP4 [37], which were sent to us through a contact at WWF Sweden. All sustainability reports were retrieved from organisation websites.

To estimate the fossil fuel assets managed by the sample, we first analysed coal and oil & gas assets separately. We used a 2019 ranking of the 100 largest coal and oil & gas firms and the 100 largest oil & gas firms (ranked by size of their reserves) [69] and searched the investment portfolios for coal and oil & gas, each of which had 15 columns (corresponding to each event generated two separate datasets (one for coal and the other for oil & gas), each of which had 15 columns (corresponding to each of the 150 coal and oil & gas firms included in the analysis from [69]) – and each cell reflected the value (in €)4 of the liquid assets that a

---

2 One pension fund (CalPERS) was included in the sample despite not meeting this criterion due to their transparent disclosure of their full asset list and significant presence in the top 20 global funds

3 This condition was set to narrow the scope of the research.

4 Closing exchange rates from August 15, 2019 were used to convert to euros if necessary
pension fund managed for any given firm. Finally, we summed the assets across all coal, oil & gas companies for each pension fund, and a descriptive statistical analysis was executed to study the sampled data. We note that this analysis omitted illiquid assets (e.g. fossil fuel real estate & infrastructure) due to feasibility constraints.

We subsequently sought to understand how pension funds are taking action as shareholders of fossil fuel firms to address environmental issues. To do so, we first scanned the sampled sustainability reports for evidence of ‘divestment’ and ‘engagement’ (see Section 1.2). We then expanded our search to identify other actions by exploring the sections in these reports dedicated to environmental sustainability. Newly identified actions (e.g. ‘Portfolio Emissions’, see Section 4.2.3) were subsequently searched for in all other reports in tandem with ‘divestment’ and ‘engagement’, and this inductive approach was repeated until saturation was reached and no new popular actions were identified.

Our research was designed with ‘empirical novelty’ in mind [70: p.20]. A cross-sectional analysis of pension fund sustainability reporting has been neglected from scholarship thus far, which is limiting as this can provide an overall and up-to-date overview of their sustainability policies. Our methods hence aspire to contribute ‘new data’ and ‘new types of evidence’ to pension fund literature [70]. However, our reliance on cross-sectional data is itself a limitation. Not only are fossil fuel projects executed under long-term planning [71], but the processes of divestment and engagement both embody a temporal element. This study is thus incapable of asserting trends in divestment or link past instances of direct engagement with successful LFFU outcomes. Rather, we aim to evaluate pension fund financial and climate policy documents to assess whether their actions are aligned with the PA 2015 in their most recent state.

3. Fossil fuel assets

3.1. Introduction

Pension funds are savings accounts that pay monthly retirement installations to pensioners [27,72]. Due to their often gargantuan bases, they accrue compounding interest and grow exponentially [72]; as of 2019, pension funds globally manage an estimated €41 trillion in assets (98% of which belong to pension funds from the OECD area) [73], equivalent to 51% of 2018 global GDP [22]. Roughly half of these (~€20 trillion) are ‘liquid’ assets, which are most relevant to this analysis (see Section 2). Pension funds are particularly interesting financial actors because they are obliged to invest in the best interest of all the beneficiaries for whom they provide a service to – they have fiduciary responsibilities [74]. Unlike other major investors (e.g. hedge funds), pension funds must prioritise earning a return greater than inflation while not incurring too high a risk [72,74].

This chapter sheds light on pension fund assets in the fossil fuel sector. Section 3.2 first presents our descriptive results, Section 3.3 speculates beyond the sample, and Section 3.4 discusses the implications of our findings.

3.2. Results

Table 2 summarises our results. Of the €2 trillion in total liquid portfolio assets, €79.6 billion belongs to fossil fuel firms, (€60.2 billion in oil & gas and €19.4 billion in coal). Norwegian fund GPF accounts for 45% of this (almost €36 billion in fossil fuel assets); Dutch fund ABP and American funds CalPERS and CalSTRS jointly account for 32% – together managing roughly €25 billion in fossil assets. Other funds manage significantly fewer liquid fossil fuel assets, like Swedish fund AP1 (~€270 million).

The sampled pension funds manage a mean of €5.3 billion in overall fossil fuel assets, with means of €4.0 billion in oil & gas and €1.3 billion in coal – see Table 2. Median values are lower (~€3.4 billion overall, ~€2.1 billion in oil & gas, ~€300 million coal), likely because of the impressive size of GPF’s assets. Given this skewness, the median values offer a
better representation for the average fossil fuel assets managed.

Some pension funds are much larger than others - e.g. GPF’s liquid portfolio is €827 billion compared to ATP’s €9.6 billion. The mean overall portfolio size is €133 billion, but this is also skewed by GPF; the median of €62 billion again offers a better representation of the average portfolio size. To account for varying portfolio sizes, we also computed the fraction of portfolios that are allocated to fossil fuel firms, shown in the right-most column of Table 2. To a large extent, these fractional allocations are similar across the sample; GPF devotes 4.35% of its liquid portfolio to fossil firm assets and ATP devotes 4.43%, despite GPF’s 82x larger portfolio. On average, pension funds devote 3.77% of their portfolios to liquid fossil fuel assets, with a median fraction of 3.49% (and standard deviation of 0.02). In layman’s terms, we can estimate that the sample allocates an average of approximately 3.8% of portfolio assets to fossil fuel firms.

There is a notable gap of an order of magnitude between the seventh and eighth pension funds ranked by fossil fuel assets (PFZW, €3.4 billion vs. AP4, €570 million). To discern whether any differences exist between these top and bottom subsets, we repeated the descriptive analysis; Table 3 juxtaposes the descriptive results of the two subsets – namely ‘Top 8’ and ‘Bottom 7’. We note a number of differences; the top 8 subset manages a grand total of €1.85 trillion in overall assets – of which almost €77 billion are fossil fuel assets (over 96% of the total sample) – whereas the bottom 7 subset manages only €141 billion in total assets, of which slightly less than €3 billion are fossil fuel assets. Using the median as guidance, the average portfolio size and fossil fuel assets in the top 8 subset is approximately €155 billion and €5.6 billion, respectively, whereas for the bottom 7 subset these values sit at €22 billion and €380 million. Clearly the top 8 subset heavily overshadows the smaller subset on the basis of magnitude.

Regarding fractions of overall portfolios allocated to fossil assets, we see a closely overlapping mean and median pair of 4.14% and 4.08% for the top 8 subset, indicating that the average pension fund in the larger subset allocates roughly 4.1% of its liquid portfolio to fossil fuel. In the bottom 7 case, we use the median as guidance to estimate that an average of 2% of liquid portfolios belong to fossil fuel assets. The range varies more widely for the bottom 7 group (1.2–10.6%) compared to the top 8 subgroup (2.5–5.6%). This suggests that larger pension funds may on average allocate a larger fraction of their liquid portfolio to fossil fuel assets than smaller funds, but smaller funds may allocate a broader range.

### 3.3. Beyond the sample

We now briefly speculate over the extent of fossil fuel assets managed by OECD pension funds beyond this sample. Note that the purpose of this exercise is to gauge a range and order of magnitude of such assets rather than computing one value with high certainty.

Our sample size (n = 15) is too small to run a regression analysis, so we use our descriptive findings from Section 3.2 as a basis. It follows that a fraction of the some €20 trillion of liquid assets managed by OECD pension funds are fossil fuel assets. To estimate this fraction, we call on the mean, median, minimum and maximum fractions from Tables 2 and 3. Table 4 summarises these speculative results.

Using the overall sample minimum yields an extrapolated value of €238 billion (1.19% of €20 trillion) of fossil fuel assets managed by OECD pension funds. This is likely an understate but offers insight into the potential lower limit of the range. Other fractions yield greater estimates, like the overall sample mean (€754 billion) and median (€698 billion), bottom 7 mean (€670 billion) and median (€390 billion), and top 8 mean (€828 billion) and median (€816 billion). Using the sample maximum (10.58%) yields an estimate of €2.2 trillion; since this is an order of magnitude greater than the others and is very likely an overestimate, we consider it an outlier and exclude it from Table 4.

Each method of extrapolation brings with it its own limitations. For example, using the bottom 7 subset mean and median is not representative of the top 8 subset and vice-versa. As a result, we feel that two generalised conclusions are in order:

1. OECD pension funds very likely manage hundreds of billions of euros of liquid fossil fuel assets; and
2. The value of these assets potentially falls within the range of €238–828 billion.

Sections 3.4 and 4.3 discuss the potential implications of these findings.

### 3.4. Discussion

Section 3.2 reveals that this sample alone managed at least €79 billion in fossil fuel assets, and Section 3.3 suggests that OECD pension funds may manage fossil assets in €238–828 billion range. First, this verifies the relevance of the divestment vs. engagement debate (see Section 1.2). Assets of this magnitude suggest that either divestment or engagement are relevant courses of action for pension funds to consider – discussed further in Section 4.3.

Furthermore, these assets make pension funds at times major shareholders of prominent fossil fuel firms. For instance, the sample jointly manage €7.7 billion in Royal Dutch Shell shares, which translates to 3.74% of Shell’s market capitalisation as of August 2019 [75]. Sampled pension funds can jointly leverage firms like Shell to better align with global climate policies by LFFU, though again, direct engagement of this nature is rejected by divestment advocates [76]. It is promising that pension funds may manage hundreds of billions of euros in fossil fuel assets, but the question remains: as major shareholders of fossil fuel firms, are they taking effective action to LFFU and committing to climate policy? We explore this in Section 4.

### 4. Commitments to LFFU

#### 4.1. Introduction

Given the €79 billion of fossil fuel assets that the sampled pension funds manage (see Section 3.2) and potentially €238–828 billion managed by funds within the OECD (see Section 3.3), we now consider the range of actions that are taken in relation to this equity to align with...
climate policy. Many pension funds publish sustainability reports to discuss environmental concerns and disclose such actions [77], through which they often explicitly pledge their commitments to the PA 2015:

- “The most important thing is that ABP brings its targets in line with the Paris Agreement” [38: p.53]
- “[G]oing forward, energy production must be based on sustainable energy sources if we are to reach the targets set out in the Paris Agreement” [63: p.19]
- “[U]sing carbon and oil sands for energy...makes it difficult to achieve the climate goals set out in the Paris Agreement” [66: p.4]

Most pension funds strive to align with climate policies through their investment practices, but how are they doing so? Section 4.2 presents our empirical findings, which revealed that five popular actions are undertaken: divestment (Section 4.2.1), direct engagement (Section 4.2.2), portfolio emissions (Section 4.2.3), ‘green’ investments (Section 4.2.4), and coalitions & partnerships (Section 4.2.5). Section 4.3 subsequently theorises over how these actions relate to LFFU and climate policy more broadly.

### 4.2. Divestment, engagement and beyond

#### 4.2.1. Divestment

All sample reports discuss divestment from at least one of two angles: 1) conditional divestment; and 2) industry-wide divestment. Most pension funds practice conditional divestment, in which they only divest from a firm as a last resort if a series of criteria are not met. For instance, ABP evaluates its ability to alter the business practices of and persuade the company to change its practices using in-house techniques, usually measuring “total carbon emissions, carbon footprint, and carbon intensity” [58: p.61] and often use these metrics to set goals for themselves. For example, PFZW hopes to have the “CO₂ footprint of the investment portfolio halved by 2020” [41: p.5]. Pension funds also use these metrics as a comparison tool; FRR claims that it “ranked second among the 100 pension funds most heavily invested in combating climate change” [55: p.4] based on its carbon footprint. In this narrative, committing to climate policies entails reducing overall portfolio emissions, which can include both actively divesting from carbon-intensive stocks and passively in the event that portfolio companies reduce their own emissions [23].

Two issues arise. First, pension funds themselves admit that “carbon footprints are not fully comparable” [68: p.12] due to “differing GHG calculation methodologies by companies, incomplete reporting by some companies and the resulting use of partial company data to extrapolate or estimate historic emissions based on sector emissions performance” [58: p.62]. Scope 2 emissions are often omitted and scope 3 emissions are almost always omitted from these calculations, apart from ATP [63] and CalSTRS [45: p.17] who “[d]isclose scope 1, scope 2, and if appropriate, scope 3”. Scope 1 refers to all direct emissions of an organisation (e.g. fleet vehicles); scope 2 refers to indirect emissions (e.g. electricity); scope 3 refers to all other indirect emissions. Scope 3 emissions are generally the most substantial of any given organisation’s carbon profile [78]. As a result, pension fund emissions calculations are both incomparable to one another and alarmingly incomplete.

A second notable issue is that emissions calculations ignore the potential emissions from the fossil fuel reserves that they own as partial shareholders. Not one pension fund from the sample either attempted to compute these potential emissions nor acknowledged them. This implies that the portfolio emissions metrics are demand-oriented and do not account for potential upstream emissions from fossil fuel reserves.

#### 4.2.2. Direct engagement

All pension funds in the sample agree that they “prefer[s] to influence [their] portfolio companies through critical dialogue” [63: p.60] and prioritize engagement over divestment [e.g. 66]. Direct engagement with target firms aspires to “persuade the company to change its conduct ... if there is deemed to be a reasonable expectation” that they can do so [63: p.60]. This shows that sampled pension funds believe that direct engagement is a more impactful tactic to implement sustainability policies than divestment.

However, only one instance was noted in which engagement was used to promote LFFU. ABP urged an unnamed firm “not to expand their coal-fired power plants any further and to develop a strategy for the transition to sustainable energy” [38: p.18]. Apart from this instance, other engagements with fossil fuel firms were both scarce and reactive rather than proactive. For example, GPF opened dialogue with Royal Dutch Shell and Eni SPA to discuss oil spills, and also engaged with coal firms BHP Billiton and AngloAmerican to discuss corruption allegations [53]. Neither of these engagements sought to influence LFFU. Although there seems to be a consensus across the sample that divestment is a last resort and direct engagement is preferred, there is little evidence to suggest that LFFU is on pension fund agendas when engaging and leveraging fossil firms.

#### 4.2.3. Portfolio emissions & carbon footprint

A third climate action is computing portfolio emissions and carbon footprint as a step towards decarbonising investment portfolios. All sampled pension funds to some degree monitor portfolio carbon emissions using in-house techniques, usually measuring “total carbon emissions, carbon footprint, and carbon intensity” [58: p.61] and often use these metrics to set goals for themselves. For example, PFZW hopes to have the “CO₂ footprint of the investment portfolio halved by 2020” [41: p.5]. Pension funds also use these metrics as a comparison tool; FRR claims that it “ranked second among the 100 pension funds most heavily invested in combating climate change” [55: p.4] based on its carbon footprint. In this narrative, committed to climate policies entails reducing overall portfolio emissions, which can include both actively divesting from carbon-intensive stocks and passively in the event that portfolio companies reduce their own emissions [23].

Two issues arise. First, pension funds themselves admit that “carbon footprints are not fully comparable” [68: p.12] due to “differing GHG calculation methodologies by companies, incomplete reporting by some companies and the resulting use of partial company data to extrapolate or estimate historic emissions based on sector emissions performance” [58: p.62]. Scope 2 emissions are often omitted and scope 3 emissions are almost always omitted from these calculations, apart from ATP [63] and CalSTRS [45: p.17] who “[d]isclose scope 1, scope 2, and if appropriate, scope 3”. Scope 1 refers to all direct emissions of an organisation (e.g. fleet vehicles); scope 2 refers to indirect emissions (e.g. electricity); scope 3 refers to all other indirect emissions. Scope 3 emissions are generally the most substantial of any given organisation’s carbon profile [78]. As a result, pension fund emissions calculations are both incomparable to one another and alarmingly incomplete.

A second notable issue is that emissions calculations ignore the potential emissions from the fossil fuel reserves that they own as partial shareholders. Not one pension fund from the sample either attempted to compute these potential emissions nor acknowledged them. This implies that the portfolio emissions metrics are demand-oriented and do not account for potential upstream emissions from fossil fuel reserves.

#### 4.2.4. Green investments

Another frequent action is investing in ‘green’ fossil fuel-
alternatives, discussed by all but one pension fund [51]. Such investments include: ABP aiming to allocate $5 billion by 2020 in sustainable energy to “fund the Dutch energy transition” [55: p.4] and PFZW investing €13.7 billion in “climate, healthcare, food security and water scarcity solutions” [41: p.4]. By allocating financial resources to e.g., sustainable energy sources, sampled pension funds argue that they are both reducing net GHG emissions (PA 2015 Article 2.1a) and making financial flows consistent with lower emissions pathways (Article 2.1c).

Here there are also two issues. First, the magnitude of these investments may be negligible; reports show that these ‘green’ investments often pale in comparison to the fossil fuel assets managed by pension funds (see Section 3.2). For instance, CalSTRS discusses a €325 ($364) million investment in renewable assets in 2018 [45], which is miniscule compared to its fossil assets worth some €6.6 ($7.4) billion. Similarly, CPP discusses its investments in renewable energy firms Votorantim Energia (€243 ($272) million) and ReNew Power (€349 ($391) million) [59], which is overshadowed by its €3.7 ($4.1) billion of fossil fuel assets.

The second issue with these ‘green investments’ is that “[t]here are no fixed definitions of many of the terms used in sustainable finance” [63: p.20], which allows pension funds to loosely classify what they consider ‘green’. For instance, CalSTRS was issued a ‘green bond’ by the Mexico City Airport, which has been used for airport construction [45], and GPF categorizes its investment in the oil & gas conglomerate Engie SA as “low-emission energy and alternative fuel” [53: p.111]. This is particularly interesting given that Engie SA was the 79th largest oil & gas firm in 2019 [69] and was therefore included in our analysis of fossil fuel assets managed by pension funds (see Section 2).

4.2.5. Coalitions & partnerships

All but one sample pension fund [65] report partaking in a series of climate-oriented coalitions and partnerships, notably including the Task Force for Climate-Related Disclosure (TFCD) and Climate Action 100+, among many others. Pension funds seem eager to collaborate with one another, as voiced by ABP [38: p.15]:

“ABP is actively seeking cooperation with other pension funds and financial institutions. By exchanging knowledge and experience and joining forces, we contribute to sustainable financial markets and we have more influence on the companies in which we invest.”

Various collaborative platforms provide a forum for pension funds. GPF, for instance, is self-reportedly an active member of 15 organisations [53], CPP in 17 organisations [58], and API is involved with 27 initiatives and groups [66], all of which in some way pledge to combat the climate emergency. On its face, these collaborative platforms are promising in that they may increase the leverage that financial institutions have on fossil fuel firms (see Section 4.2.2). However, the sustainability reports do not delve into much additional detail neither on how these collaborative platforms operate nor disclose instances of collaborative engagements with fossil fuel firms.

4.3. Discussion

We now discuss the five climate-oriented actions frequently employed by pension funds (see Table 5), first focusing on the divestment vs. engagement debate. Most pension funds prefer direct engagement over divestment in a bid to sway business practices, and no sampled pension funds have unconditionally divested from the fossil fuel sector – coherent with the €79 billion in fossil assets that the sample jointly manages (see Section 3.2). On the one hand, this could suggest that pension funds may be absorbing the risks and responsibilities of addressing the climate emergency themselves by refraining from divesting and actively leveraging firms.

However, pension funds show no sign of actively engaging with fossil fuel firms to promote LFFU. They seldom engage with fossil firms in general, and when they do it often concerns reactive issues like minimising oil spills. The absence of proactive efforts to promote LFFU suggest that pension funds are not seriously committed to lowering fossil fuel production to the extent that is necessary to reach ambitious climate targets (see Section 1.1). Furthermore, pension funds declare that they will conditionally divest from companies if the costs of engagement outweigh their potential influence. This demonstrates that pension funds have no problem with absolving themselves of their leverage over fossil firms and reallocating the responsibilities and risks of addressing the stranded asset problem elsewhere, potentially to neutral investors or poorer and more vulnerable actors from the global South [20].

Beyond divestment and engagement, ‘decarbonisation’ efforts are so far not fully aligned with ambitious climate targets for three reasons. First, scope 3 emissions are almost always omitted from carbon footprints. Second, potential future emissions through ownership of fossil fuel assets are always neglected, implying that the potential upstream GHG emissions from fossil fuels are not on pension fund climate agendas. Finally, incomplete data and varying methodological approaches render decarbonisation metrics like portfolio footprints incomparable across investors. This puts into question the validity and reliability of any decarbonisation efforts altogether. Until improvements are made to standardise computational techniques and enrich emissions data, portfolio emissions are at best a distraction from meaningfully curtailing GHG emissions and LFFU, and at worst are a façade used to distract from vested interests in the growth of the fossil sector.

Finally, loose and ambiguous definitions of what falls within the bounds of ‘green’ investments raises questions over pension fund commitments to making their financial flows consistent with climate policy. Funds allocated to developing Mexico City’s Airport and assets pertaining to oil & gas multinationals have fallen under this umbrella term (see Section 4.2.4). Like with decarbonisation, until there is a consensus on a classification of ‘green investments’ that prioritises LFFU and promotes fossil-substitutes, this approach to materialising climate policies is also at best a distraction from the systemic drivers of climate change and at worst a greenwashing ploy.

It is promising that sample funds expressed an eagerness to collaborate with one another to maximise leverage over firms (see Section 4.2.5) – this could significantly enhance prospects of LFFU outcomes from direct engagement, as joint engagements would bolster prospects of effectively leveraging firms to LFFU. However, thus far pension funds show no evidence of such collaborative efforts of engagement, but the very existence of these coalition platforms leaves us somewhat optimistic. The full potential of these coalitions has not been explored in this review and merits further study (see Section 5).

5. Conclusion & policy implications

This paper has updated estimates of the extent of pension fund assets in the fossil fuel sector, contributed to the divestment vs. engagement debate by identifying a broader range of environmental actions undertaken by pension funds, and determined whether these assets and actions jointly align with ambitious climate targets through LFFU. We statistically find that: (a) sampled pension funds hold almost €79 billion in liquid fossil fuel assets; and (b) speculating beyond the sample suggests that OECD pension funds likely manage several hundreds of billions of euros in liquid fossil fuel assets, possibly within the range of €238–828 billion.

In addition to practicing divestment and engagement, pension funds compute their carbon footprints and seek to decarbonise their portfolios, allocate funds to ‘green’ investment alternatives, and engage in climate-oriented coalitions and partnerships with other investors. However, evidence suggests that pension funds are minimally and ineffectively employing these actions to promote LFFU. Given that substantially LFFU must be the predominant approach to tackling the climate emergency and meeting climate targets like those set forth in the PA 2015 (see Section 1.1), we conclude that pension funds are falling...
short of meeting ambitious climate targets as they are not yet fully committed to LFFU. This not only hampers the chances of limiting average warming to well below 2 °C, but also threatens the prospects of socially, ecologically and relationally inclusive development [79]. We should note that even if all pension funds were to commit to LFFU, we would globally still have a long way to go in terms of meeting ambitious climate goals given that pension funds represent a subset of global investors. Coordinated global efforts are needed to tackle the climate emergency, which could be catalysed if pension funds revamped their climate practices to promote LFFU.

This brings us to three dilemmas that pension funds face. First, their liquid fossil fuel assets are gargantuan – likely several hundreds of billions of euros. We have not yet computed illiquid assets managed in related real estate and infrastructure – though this is also likely to be substantial. Assuming that fossil fuel resources and infrastructure are globally phased out by 2050, these assets could abruptly devalue – perhaps by as much as €165 ($185) trillion on a global scale [12] – as the carbon bubble bursts [14]. It would be in the best interest of a pension fund to divest before this devaluation to ensure that their own pensioners are not directly impacted. However, the carbon bubble ‘pop’ is expected to rattle multiple economic sectors and catalyse a global recession [80]. The stranded asset problem thus extends far beyond the fossil fuel sector, and perhaps this offers one reason why pension funds have not yet fully divested from fossil fuels; washing the ‘dirt’ off of their hands may not cut it.

Second, if pension funds were to divest from fossil fuels, where do they reinvest the freed capital? Renewables sound like a solid alternative, but reallocating this immense financial capital to other sectors could also bear significant adverse ecological (and social) consequences [81]. In an analogous case in the Global Environment Outlook in 2019, scholars stressed that ecological damage is quickly approaching its tipping point even with ‘sustainable’ agricultural practices. Devising a sustainable investment schematic detached from the fossil sector will itself be very challenging; perhaps the only ecologically and socially inclusive solution is a market-wide departure from the paradigm of perpetual growth and a restructured economy that focuses on redistribution, balance, equity, and diversity [82]. This is of course more than unlikely given the capitalist ideals that govern global markets, further complicating the stranded asset problem and climate emergency.

Third, if pension funds engage with the fossil fuel sector and ask them to change their practices, this ultimately means that these companies will have to sell or write-off their own investments in fossil reserves and related infrastructures. Many will experience significant financial losses if fossil fuels are left underground as the global fossil fuel enterprise devalues. In this dilemma, pension funds are taking impactful action to address the climate emergency at the expense of their own pensioners, because they are inevitably left with financial losses in the form of stranded assets on their own balance sheets. However, failing to combat climate change risks leaving their pensioners in a world ripe with famine, conflict and unsustainable migration – a concern that was voiced in a 2019 keynote address by the Climate Envoy of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs [83].

Two questions persist: why are pension funds not committed to LFFU, and what can (or should) be done differently? A tentative answer to the former may lie in the third dilemma. By leveraging firms in which they hold assets to phase out fossil fuels, the assets themselves will eventually devalue – clashing with their fiduciary obligation to pensioners as they incur losses through writing-off these stranded assets. A traditional view of fiduciary duty neglects to account for the future, long-term risks that pensioners are exposed to through both the climate emergency and a recession likely prompted by the bursting of the carbon bubble. To truly uphold their fiduciary duty – particularly for pensioners who will seek pension in the next 30–50 years – pension funds should take stringent climate action to LFFU while simultaneously limiting portfolio risk exposure.

Which brings us to our final point. Moving forward, it is critical that pension funds and other investors actively utilise existing coalition platforms to a) maximise their leverage over fossil firms to phase out fossil fuels, and b) catalyse a process to write-off stranded fossil fuel assets on their own balance sheets so as to maintain global economic stability and protect more vulnerable actors from the South [20]. Furthermore, stringent policies must be implemented to standardise the realm of green finance (like methods to compute portfolio emissions, classifications of ‘green investments’, and scopes 2 & 3 emissions data availability), and the legality of fiduciary obligations must be modernised to mandate active and effective commitments to LFFU. Only under these conditions can financial actors begin to make progress towards aligning with the PA 2015.

Four pressing opportunities for future research persist. First, although this study takes a stab at estimating pension fund financial ties to the fossil sector, there are limitations. Further research is necessary to both a) expand our small sample of pension funds to extrapolate with greater statistical certainty, and b) to expand the scope to account for illiquid assets (e.g. real estate and infrastructure). Second, scholarship would benefit from an analysis on how reliant pension funds are on their fossil assets; that is, how costly would it be for them if they were to write them off? Third, research should explore the intricacies of and arguments for and against portfolio decarbonisation, green investments and climate-oriented coalitions so as to expand the debate on divestment vs. engagement; our exploratory study began to do so, but the social, economic and environmental costs and benefits of each are still unknown. Finally, a legally-oriented study must explore fiduciary responsibility in a world threatened by the climate emergency and stranded assets: to what degree does engagement with fossil fuel firms to promote LFFU abide by fiduciary obligations? Uncovering this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Theoretically aligned with climate policy?</th>
<th>Effectively used by pension funds?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divestment</td>
<td>No – divestment is unlikely to have any meaningful environmental impacts and risks transferring assets to climate-indifferent investors or investors from poorer and more vulnerable countries</td>
<td>No – they have divested from various fossil fuel firms and openly consider future divestments under various circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Engagement</td>
<td>Yes – major shareholders can leverage firms to alter their business practices and support LFFU</td>
<td>No – they show no sign of proactive engagement with fossil fuel firms to promote LFFU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Footprint Reduction</td>
<td>Yes – accurately computing portfolio emissions and financial emissions fossil fuel reserves can elucidate the extent to which investors are progressing towards PA 2015 Article 2.1c</td>
<td>No – carbon footprint calculations are incomplete as they omit scopes 2 and 3 emissions and neglect potentially financed emissions, and are incomparable with one another due to unstandardised methodologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments in Green Alternatives</td>
<td>Yes – investing in fossil-substitutes may make them more affordable and accessible, offsetting demand for fossil fuels and thereby reduce quantity supplied</td>
<td>No – ‘green investments’ are loosely defined, and prima facie evidence suggests that these investments could be contributing to rather than mitigating GHG emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate-Oriented Investor Coalitions</td>
<td>Yes – coalitions of investors can both maximise leverage over fossil firms and improve efficiency by generating a common agenda across various parties</td>
<td>Semi – they partake in a multitude of coalitions like Climate Action 100 + and TFCD, but are yet to capitalise on the potential of these coalitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
relationship may hold a key component to making financial flows truly consistent with low-emissions pathways and inclusively addressing the climate emergency.
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